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Abstract

Development, instrumental in innovating and transforming the upbringing and educational
system in contemporary conditions of living more based on the developmental characteristics
of social phenomena-democratic, economic, scientific, technical and technological as well as
changes in which the educational system more takes calls and relationships equal that
accelerates the overall development of education and education. Today in modern processes
democratic-pluralistic initiated needs, education system conditioned by education, science,
technique, culture, democracy and the processes of civilization that accelerate social
development and industry in which the individual, and education of personality to their
capabilities creative will appear in the role and function of permanent and progressive
venerators reality with its activity in terms of new generic modern living. Permanent
education enables a person not to accept the future as something given but given the
possibility to form their own future needs and needs. Also important is it that the education
received in this way is not seen as education which represents preparation for life but he is
human life itself. All changes and reforms in education, in particular affecting the teacher,
who has been, is, and will be the bearer of process in education contemporary factors of
which depends on the successful implementation of learning and increased use of modern
teaching aids and audio-visual. Facing the fact that the teacher is one of the most important
factors which realized contemporary educational process necessary is it to be built
educationally, professionally and successfully able to perform the function. On the other hand
the teacher works submitted requests for perfection of its permanent professional and
pedagogical purpose can successfully respond to the demands and needs of the time in which
he lives and works. Given the fact that his teacher at school cannot acquire all the knowledge,
methods inalienable models need solutions from professional perfection and pedagogical staff
working around the clock. The nature of teaching is such announcement requiring permanent
teacher teaches, you follow the achievements in the profession itself and systematically
perfected it.
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